
Catering rider

LOGISTICS. The band is touring in amount of 4-5 
people. The exact number of people depends on the ability of 
the promoter to provide a qualified sound engineer.

Train - no longer than 12 hours on the way. Coupe 
car. Airplane - economy class. When traveling by plane, it is 
important to check with the band manager on all the nuances 
of transporting instruments.

Tickets are purchased by the promoter at least 2 Tickets are purchased by the promoter at least 2 
weeks before the departure. Pre-purchase tickets guarantee a 
concert, otherwise it will be canceled.

The cities of departure and arrival are agreed with 
the manager of the band.

In case of invitation of musicians to a foreign counIn case of invitation of musicians to a foreign coun-
try, the inviting party undertakes the procedure for issuing 
visas.

TRANSFER (train station/airport - hotel - venue - 
train station/airport). 

The promoter provides a meeting of the band at the 
station (at the airport), its transportation to the venue of the 
concert, to the hotel, as well as the return of the band to the 
station / airport.

ACCOMMODATION.
Hotel - double suites.
Demountable apartment - separate sleeping places Demountable apartment - separate sleeping places 

for each member of the band in several rooms. There should 
be no pets in the apartment.
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Shower, refrigerator, clean bed linen and towels, as 
well as other amenities. You must have free internet access in 
the apartment / suites.

THREE HOT MEALS a day by band request.
PERFORMANCE. The dressing room should be a 

separate locked room with:
WWater in plastic bottles still (15 bottles to 0.5), pref-

erably not BonAqua;
Tea (black, green), kettle;
Coffee (machine or possibility to place an order);
Juice (1 orange pack, 1 apple apple or jugs);
Light chilled local beer (6 bottles);
White chilled Sauvignon Blanc (3 bottles);
Fruit plate;
Vegetable tartle;
Meat plate;
Cheese plate;
JBL Charge 2 Bluetooth speaker;
Jordan Soft toothbrush;
White socks: 44-46 (2 pairs), 42-43 (1 pair);
3 towels;3 towels;
2 rolls of napkins;
A4 sheets (10 pieces);
Black marker;
5 chairs;
Mirror.
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SOUND CHECK. The time of a sound check is two 
hours. The equipment must be ready and switched on in ac-
cordance with the technical rider before the group arrives at 
the venue. 

Before the end of the sound check, the public 
should not be in the room where the show will be held.

After the sound check is completed, the band needs 
at least half an hour to prepare for the show.

PR AND SHOW ADVERTISEMENT, WORK WITH 
THE MEDIA. Please coordinate all the show announcements, 
posters in particular, with the band manager.

Please coordinate the time of all interviews with the Please coordinate the time of all interviews with the 
band manager in advance in order to avoid overlapping on the 
day the artists stay in your city.

«SOYUZ» CONTACTS:
Max, Band Manager
Phone: +375296612270
e-mail: startsev.max@gmail.com
https:https://www.facebook.com/max.startsev
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